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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In WPA2, because of the more secure encryption technology-TKIP/MIC, WPA2 is more secure than WPA.

Options: 
A- True

B- False

Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Regarding the description of the security zone in the Agile Controller-Campus, which of the following options are correct? (multiple

choice)



Options: 
A- The user domain is generally composed of various terminal users. The terminals in this area have the characteristics of large

numbers, wide distribution, and strong mobility.

B- The business domain is a platform for the heavy load of business flows. According to the needs of the enterprise, security technology

is used to logically divide the business to realize the security of the network.

C- The network domain is the most concerned security protection area of various enterprises, and it carries the important and core

information assets of the enterprise.

D- The service domain is the area that provides security services for the corporate intranet. This area is generally composed of systems

that provide security services such as antivirus servers, patch management servers, and terminal security servers.

Answer: 
A, D

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

For the scenario where the authentication server adopts distributed deployment, which of the following descriptions are correct? (multiple

choice)



Options: 
A- The enterprise network is relatively scattered, there are multiple branches, and the branch users are larger in scale.

B- A scenario where there are less than 2,000 branch users, and the headquarters and branch networks are relatively stable.

C- The terminal security management business between the branch and the headquarters is relatively independent, and the

headquarters provides supervision and control over the branch terminal security management business.

D- It is difficult to guarantee the quality of the network between the branch and the headquarters, and the network between the

headquarters and the branch may be interrupted, making the terminal of the

branch no longer available.

Answer: 
A, D

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The use of the 802.1X authentication scheme generally requires the terminal to install specific client software. For large-scale

deployment of client software, the methods that can be taken. What are the cases? (multiple choices)



Options: 
A- Enable Guest VLAN so that users can obtain the installation package in Guest VLAN

B- Configure Free-rule and web push functions on the switch to push the installation package to users.

C- Copy the installation packages to each other via U disk.

D- Installed by the administrator for each user.

Answer: 
A, B

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The user accesses the network through the network access device, and the third-party RADIUS server authenticates and authorizes the

user. Regarding the certification process, which of the following options is wrong?

Options: 
A- Configure RADIUS authentication and accounting on the RADIUS server.



B- Configure the Agile Controller-Campus for local data source authentication, receive the packets sent by the device, and perform

authentication.

C- Configure RADIUS authentication and accounting on the device side. W'

D- Configure RADIUS authentication and authorization on the Agile Controller-Campus.

Answer: 
B

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Secure email is Any ffice Solution for corporate office 0A The killer application provided, it provides powerful email business capabilities

and rich email strategies. For secure mail, which of the following descriptions are correct? (Multiple choice)

Options: 
A- Through the mail client, you can connect No or Exchange Mail system.

B- Support automatic mail transmission encryption, transmission encryption method supports a full range of IPSec/TLS protocol.



C- Online survey of attached documents is not supported.

D- Support MAP4/SMTP/EAS Send and receive emails with standard protocols such as, and support real-time email push.

Answer: 
A, D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

About the software SACG And hardware SACG Description, which of the following is correct?

Options: 
A- hardware SACG use Any Office Perform admission control.

B- software SACG use Any Office Perform admission control.

C- hardware SACG Than software SACG cut costs.

D- hardware SACG The security is higher.



Answer: 
B
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